Kindergarten

Unit 2, Counting and Comparing suggests using a book about a character with a long name.

Unit 3, What Comes Next? Suggests using a book about observing such as:
I Went Walking (optional) by Sue Williams Curr PZ8.3.M1569 1990

Unit 4, Measuring and Counting suggests using a book about shoes.

Unit 5, Make a Shake, Build a Block suggests using a book about pennies.
A Chair for My Mother by Vera Williams Curr PZ7.W6685 1982

Unit 7, Sorting and Surveys suggests using a book about lunch.
This Is the Way We Eat Our Lunch by Edith Baer Curr PZ8.3.B137 1995
Lunch by Denise Fleming

Children’s literature that appears in the Kindergarten Family Letters
Baer, Edith. This is the Way We Eat Our Lunch Curr PZ8.3.B137 1995
Crews, Donald. Ten Black Dots Curr PZ8.3.C867 1986
Dodds, Dayle Ann. The Shape of Things Curr Big Books
Ehlert, Lois. Fish Eyes Curr PZ8.3.E29 1990
Falwell, Cathryn. Feast for 10 Curr PZ7.F198 1993
Falwell, Cathryn. Shape Space Curr QA445.5 F35 1992
Martin, Jr. Bill, Chicka Chicka Boom Boom Curr PZ8.3.M418 2010 Braille/print
Peek, Merle. Roll Over! A Counting Song Curr Media – sound recording and books
Rogers, Paul. The Shapes Game Curr QA445.5.R64 1990
Curr QA113.W67 2004
Grade 1

Unit 1, How Many of Each? Suggests using a book with the mathematical structure $1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5$.

- *Rooster’s Off to See the World* by Eric Carle  Curr Big Books

Unit 9, Block and Boxes suggests using books about houses in other cultures or other interesting buildings.

- *My Painted House, My Friendly Chicken and Me* by Maya Angelou  
  Curr DT2913.N44 A54 1994
- *This is My House* by Arthur Dorros  Curr NA7120.D65 1992
- *Round Buildings, Square Buildings, and Buildings that Wiggle Like a Fish* by Phillip Isaacson  Curr NA2555.I83 1988

Children’s literature that appears in the Grade 1 Family Letters

- Baer, Edith. *This Is the Way We Eat Our Lunch*  Curr PZ8.3.B137 1995
- Carle, Eric. *Rooster’s Off to See the World*  Curr Big Books
- Ehlert, Lois. *Fish Eyes*  Curr PZ8.3.E29 1990
- Lobel, Arnold. “A Lost Button” in *Frog and Toad are Friends*  Curr PZ7.L7795
- Micklethwait, Lucy. *I Spy Two Eyes: Numbers in Art*  Curr Big Books
- Peek, Merle. *Roll Over! A Counting Song*  Curr Media – sound recording and books
Schwartz, David. *If You Hopped Like a Frog*  Curr QA117.S35 1998

**Grade 2**

**Unit 1, Counting Coins and Combinations**

*Two of Everything: A Chinese Folktale* by Lily Hone [not in Healey Library]

**Unit 9, Measuring Length and Times**


**Children’s literature that appears in the Grade 2 Family Letters**

Baer, Edith. *This is the Way We Go to School* Span Curr PZ73.B335 1993
Friedman, Aileen. *The King’s Commissioners*  Curr PZ7.F8964 1994
Jones, Carol. *What’s the Time, Mr. Wolf?*  Curr PS3562.O54 W43 1999
Mahy, Margaret. *17 Kings and 42 Elephants*  Curr PZ8.3.M278 1987
Schwartz, David M. *If You Hopped Like a Frog*  Curr QA117.S35 1999

This list is based on the 2nd edition of *Investigations in Number, Data, and Space* for K-2 from Pearson School. The complete list is available at

[http://assets.pearsonschool.com/asset_mgr/legacy/200741/investigations_k-2kidlity2_2900_1.pdf](http://assets.pearsonschool.com/asset_mgr/legacy/200741/investigations_k-2kidlity2_2900_1.pdf)